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During these unpredictable times, companies across 
globe adjusted the way they used to work. Most 
company employees were working from home. The 
Covid-19 pandemic has been creating new challenges 
to many of us in life and work and we hope that all 
our members focus on health and safety. Observing 
social distance is very important and keeping healthy 
is of top priority.is of top priority.

As you are busy coping with the changes, our team 
focuses on helping you get through this tough time. 
CEO Clubs will provide full member support in any 
way possible to stay connected with each other. CEO 
Clubs team dedicates to help you to fight the crisis 
through many new measures such as Online Meetups, 
Webinars and Mobile App. We are putting our efforts 
toto help CEO Clubs members in transitioning smoothly 
from working at office to home, ensuring the 
members get valuable information for business 
continuity and sustainability through the power of 
our community. We fully trust and follow the 
parameters set by the local authorities to ensure our 
health and safety.

We all should be strong and creative, focusing on 
finding new opportunities with many solutions are 
available from technologies and digitalization.                  
I believe we will see the light and it will shine on our 
life ever brighter. CEO Clubs remains a close Family 
culture wherever we are, our connections have no 
boundaries, our unity and trust remain the same. We 
thankthank you for your continued support, loyalty and 
commitment. I would like to wish you and your loved 
ones to be well and to be kept safe.

Always be Healthy and Happy        

                  
                            
Dr. Tariq Ahmed Nizami 
Founder & CEO
CEO Clubs Network Worldwide

CEO Clubs Network 

A Message to Members from CEO
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Sarah Dong 
COO / CEO Clubs Network

Do not stop, be more active, and plant seeds for 
tomorrow now. CEO Clubs Network as an 
international organization will continue to do its best 
to support business community, help CEO and 
Entrepreneurs to stay connected and stay united. We 
introduced webinars and online Meetups for 
exchanging ideas and accelerating collaborations. 
WeWe can see members are really enjoying the virtual 
meetups even though they are from different parts 
of world, sharing the measures of fighting the virus, 
adding their expertise to the community and 
opportunities created because of the virus. Talking 
about new opportunities created from COVID-19, 
each of us have common experience to share, such 
asas more time to spend with family members, cook 
the food we never cook before, we can be more 
productive as we can do video calls and we can work 
out etc. 

Network for now, or for Future?  The answer is 
tomorrow. We plant seeds into the soil first, then we 
will expect them spout, flower, and harvest in 
autumn. For being a member of any community, first 
thing you need to connect with fellow members, 
getting to know their stories, meetups virtually or in 
person definitely help yourself and grow your 
business.business. At the same time, do not forget to share 
yours, as your expertise maybe a great help to their 
business. At last, allow the relationship to continue 
to flourish by adding values to each other.

We do not recommend expecting business deals 
immediately, because that is a short vision. Any 
relationship needs some time to build up. Just like a 
high-rise building it takes time to completed as it 
needs to build a strong base. Normally any 
organization has unique culture, in our CEO Clubs 
Network, it can be described as “Family”, the 
membersmembers are having similar thoughts, like-minded 
people can get along with each other. So you have a 
wide range of people you would like to connect with.

Business has no boundaries, especially in our current 
situation, more meetups, more inspiring 
collaborations/partnerships are especially important 
in business communities.  Together, we can do 
better.

The world as we know it has changed. The way we 
used to work and live is now a thing of the past. At 
the beginning everything was disrupted but as time 
goes on, we are now trying to adapt to the change. 
As the crisis continues, we are found in middle of 
struggling, innovating, and planting new seeds.

JudgingJudging from industries like retail, aviation, tourism 
and travel, restaurants, and entertainment it is no 
secret that they were affected heavily. Does that 
mean we have to stop and wait until it is over? No, it 
is the time to be stronger and more innovative as the 
virus is new and stubborn. But we must be positive 
and believe we will surely see the light soon.  I urge 
eacheach of you to adapt to a new model that will be 
efficient with our new reality. This is a new 
opportunity to plant new seeds for your business.

CEO Clubs Network 

Networking in times of COVID outbreak 
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CEO Clubs Network has launched the “CEO Clubs Crisis        
Management Initiative” for Business Community to sustain in 
all industries during the COVID-19 unexpected situation, many of 
business leaders are not prepared for this disease pandemic. 
They need assistance from a business organization like CEO 
Clubs Network. Collaborating and brainstorming for new solu-
tions are becoming vital for all, let us be united and stand            
together in this heavy storm.together in this heavy storm.
 
All sectors from government to private started to manage 
remote workforce, facing many issues such as operation,          
communication, management, and cash flow. With each passing 
day, we move further away from the world we knew, the conven-
tional ways of working were shaped as well as our lives. How to 
survive? How to sustain? How to develop new business?

CEO Clubs Crisis Management Initiative Committee with        
experts from different fields will provide you solutions from        
Financing to Leadership, Management to Operation, Business 
Connection to Collaboration, Marketing to Business Develop-
ment. We are confident that our community power can add       
tremendous values to your organization.

We welcome members to step forward and share your challeng-
es with us, your concerns is ours, will be looked after within mini-
mize time. 

CEO CLUBS
E- NEWSLETTER

At the same time, please don’t 
forget to offer your ideas, solutions 
to the community as you have 
unique knowledges and experienc-
es, which could be a great solution 
for fellow members.

Our CEO Clubs TV from Youtube can 
further help business community 
with solutions and tools, thanks to 
our team efforts for adding values to 
our business communities.

 

CEO
 Clu
bs

CEO Clubs launched the 
“CEO Clubs Crisis Management Initiative”

CEO Clubs Crisis Management Initiative
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The COVID19 pandemic is creating challenges and affecting the      
profitability of businesses globally. CEO Clubs Network is with our 
members by providing full support to keep them moving forward till 
we all pass these difficult times soon.

AsAs part of our drive to keep our members connected with the CEO 
Clubs Community and with other clients and help them recover as 
soon as possible, CEO Clubs can assist them through the following 
member-support activities: 

• Conducting exclusive webinars and wellness sessions
• Getting their Products & Services promoted in CEO Clubs Mobile
   App's Members Offers Features
•• Getting their  Project, Business & Investment Opportunities listed on
   Mobile App
• Connect them with CEO Clubs Members through the Mobile App
   and Online Meetups
• Sharing their company's important updates on CEO Clubs Social
  Media Pages
• Online Consultancy to provide them solutions
•• Setting up B2B Virtual Meetings

ceo clubs

CEO
 Cl
ubs

Member- Support
Initiatives

CEO Clubs Network is               
conducting series of Online 
Meetups and Webinars to keep 
our members connected and 
help CEOs and Business Leaders 
overcome challenges, lead     
efficiently through a pandemic, 
and promote health and      and promote health and      
wellness to the community. It 
includes Keynote Speech, Panel 
Discussions with Influential 
Leaders, Members’ Expertise 
Presentations, CEOs Stories, 
Online Wellness Sessions and 
Online Members Meetups.Online Members Meetups.

 HEALTH SHOULD BE
OUR TOP PRIORITY

CEO Clubs Member-Support Initiatives
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CEO Clubs “Crisis Management 
Initiative” seeks to assist the    
business community by providing 
access to finance, human             
resources and management. The 
initiative aims to move members 
from a state of “Fear” to a state of 
“Action”.“Action”. The situation in itself 
was not ideal both socially and 
economically. Countries were 
scrambling for funds to deal with 
the pandemic which led to       
business owners being left with        
difficult questions that needed 
answering.answering. As a business 
covid-19 left many in a state of 
fear whether their businesses 
would survive the economic 
downturn.

Most businesses due to the situa-
tion embarked on work from 
home initiative in order to curb 
the spread of the virus. 

This    however was a rather new           
initiative that many were not used 
to but has proved its necessity in 
the survival of both humans and 
businesses. Things are never 
going to be the same. This     
statement might sound heavy to 
thethe heart but that is not the case. 
Yes, throughout history change 
has always faced resistance due 
to the retrogressive nature of us 
humans. However, in this case 
change is necessary for our        
survival. There is going to be a 
“new“new normal” as stipulated by his 
H.E. Marwan Al Sarkal. The fear 
that we had will help us make 
necessary action regarding         
investment. The new normal will 
take some adapting to but as a 
leader one should show the 
action of change. action of change. 

The social impact of Covid-19 is 
something business leaders 
should act on as put forward by 
H.E. Marwan Al Sarkal.  As        
business leaders we should also 
prioritize staff as well as many 
businesses are now retrenching in 
thethe name of “survival”. We should 
consider the impact of job losses 
and to try earnestly to avoid      
retrenching staff. 

As put highlighted by Massimo 
Falcioni, logistics channels have 
been disrupted. IMF had             
anticipated that the global GDP 
will contract by 3%. With such 
statistics revealed it is absolute 
normal that business leaders 
wouldwould have fear. The export        
industry was greatly assisted by 
the government of UAE by             
guaranteeing supply thus the 
UAE always had supply of Food 
and health care products that 
were essential to the population.

CEO CLUBS
E- NEWSLETTER

CEO Clubs Panel Webinars
From Fear to Action in Time of Crisis
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Webinar Replay

However even though Covid-19 
has devastated the health sector 
of the world, the financial sector 
has stood afloat. Cashflow has 
been disrupted but this crisis has 
affected banks quite differently 
than the Financial Crisis of 2008 
asas put forward by Alexandra    
Timotheadi. Economic recovery is 
going to be better than expected. 
As put forward by our panelists in 
this webinar the 3rd quarter of 
2020 is going to be a stabilizing 
period. This will people and      
businessbusiness getting used to the new 
normal also businesses adjusting 
to the restrictions put forward by 
the government of the UAE. With 
every crisis opportunity rise and 
business leaders should be on the 
lookout for these opportunities 
especially in the stock market.especially in the stock market.

Massimo Falcioni shared some 
guidelines on how businesses 
should act during this period.
SMEs especially should be          
attentive & aware about support 
initiatives provided by the          
government. These support      
programs will prove essential to 
business survival and business 
growth. Another guideline is    
constantconstant communication with 
stakeholders like employees (re-
assuring them on their position), 
speak to the banks and find out .

any loans being available, debt modification and additional credit that 
are favorable to you. Protect and manage cashflow. You could this by 
minimizing costs and negotiating payment extensions. Businesses 
should incorporate enhance digitalization in the business model as this 
will minimize costs as well. 

Policies have also been introduced such as a financial assistance by the 
Central Bank of the UAE.

BusinessesBusinesses must invest in risk management and investigate outsourc-
ing business advise as well as guidance so they can be assisted in     
getting back to normal. The stock market has proved resilient as it is 
performing well despite the health crisis. “It is not the most intellectual 
of the species that survives; it is not the strongest that survives; but the 
species that survives is the one that is able to adapt to and to adjust 
best to the changing environment in which it finds itself” – Charles 
DarwinDarwin thus the quotes applies to the importance of adaptation to the 
businesses in these evolving times.

Conclusively businesses should move from Fear to Action so that they 
adapt and grow past this period and be welcoming to change because 
post COVID-19 will be a new but different era.

CEO Clubs Panel Webinars
From Fear to Action in Time of Crisis

 

https://youtu.be/okm7iUr8O5I
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By definition, a pandemic disease 
is an epidemic that has spread 
over a large area, that is, it’s 
“prevalent throughout an entire 
country, continent, or the whole 
world.” The impact of COVID-19 
is being felt by the world over. 
LeadersLeaders are navigating a broad 
range of interrelated issues that 
span from keeping their employ-
ees and customer safe, shor-
ing-up cash and liquidity, reori-
enting operations and ensuring 
that their businesses survive 
beyond this time. CEO Clubs     
Network has launched the “Crisis 
Management Initiative” that aims 
at sustaining our business com-
munity and push through these 
uncertain times to come back 
BIGGER & BETTER.

As part of our “Crisis Manage-
ment Initiative” we as CEO Clubs 
Network introduced the aspect of 
webinars inorder to keep our 
members in touch as well as in-
formed. On the 6th of May we 
had an exclusive webinar themed 
“Business Innovation & Technolo-
gy in a Pandemic”. 

The main reason for the theme 
was to help our business commu-
nity adjust and adapt to the cur-
rent business environment via in-
novation and technology. What 
better way to learn than to hear 
top industry leaders speak about 
the strategies they have imple-
mented for themselves to cope. 
Different aspects were raised 
such as the need for creation of 
collaboration between industry 
and academia. The main goal 
would be research and develop
ment in which the academia 
would provide the research base 
and then development the initia-
tives to benefit industry.

Business Innovation and Technol-
ogy have been clearly highlighted 
in this webinar as essential tools 
needed by businesses to survive 
past this health and economic 
crisis. Different strategies 
amongst the panelists have been 
sharedshared on how they are coping 
and beating COVID-19. One such 
strategy was the accelerated 
manufacturing of medical equip-
ment via 3-D printing to deal with 

with immense rise of COVID-19 
cases here in the United Arab 
Emirates. Another strategy pro-
moted by technology that was 
out forward was the invention of 
AI controlled robotics which 
would push the testing numbers 
andand extinguish the sharp rise in 
cases. Technology has proven to 
be an ally in these times and 
should be harnessed and utilized 
immensely to sure tomorrow.

According to 
HE Hussain Al 
Mahmoudi,
CEO,CEO, Sharjah 
Research, 
Technology 
& Innovation 
Park (SRTIP), 

these are challenging times both 
social and economically. Innova-
tion is essential on life during and 
after Covid-19. SRTIP promotes 
emerging technologies that are es-
sential to UAE economically as well 
as socially. One of the products 
made from the park for COVID-19 
was the plastic face shield manu-
factured from their 3D printing 
technology. 

CEO Clubs Panel Webinars
Business Innovation & Technology in a Pandemic 
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Commercialization of technologies is an untapped 
sector in the region that promises to yield impres-
sive results thus attracting foreign direct invest-
ment as it has proven during this period that is it 
not only feasible but also viable and profitable if 
applied effectively and efficiently. However, it may 
be an attractive venture, it requires a lot of collab
oration and commitment from both the private 
sector and the public sector. A clear example is 
how Samsung became excessively big by South 
Korea focusing on the innovation and technology. 
Entrepreneurs should be flexible so that they may 
be able to seize opportunities and also adjust their 
businesses towards smart technology, an example 
isis how car manufactures were able to adjust and 
start providing medical equipment to the world. 
With every crisis there are opportunities that rise 
as well and you as a business leader should be 
able to seize such rare opportunities.

survival. Businesses should adjust their business 
models to suit the current and upcoming econom-
ic environment. “The articulation of talent and 
resources will be redefined? This meaning that 
location and how work is done will have to 
change. We should be ready thus investment on 
risk management. Collaboration is essential for 
survivalsurvival thus we can only make it by working to-
gether. A conversation needs to be had by CEOs 
regarding labor. The pandemic has led most lead-
ers to believe that innovation in technology will 
mean less human work force. This is not the case 
as human labor is still essential to business. We 
should also consider the societal impacts of tech
nology being introduced to replace human labor. 
In the scenario that these viruses continue, com-
panies and business should be able to easily 
adjust to primarily depending on technology in 
order to survive thus business models now must 
be start integrating technology in their processes 
and automating them.

Mr. Osman Sultan, 
Former CEO of du and 
currently the Chairman & 
CEO of Fikra Tech said 
that companies are going 
through phases. Innova-
tion happens due to neces-
sity or exploration.             
Innovation is necessary for  

Hewlett Packard Enterprise has implemented policies 
that will help stakeholders in these times. One of 
those polices seeks to improve and enhance the way 
people live by introducing relief programs, this would 
mean that payment of HP products have been de-
ferred. Now clients are to pay 1% every month until 
2021 to help with cash crunch. The key to survival is 
thethe allocation of resources to departments that are in 
drastic need of them thus business should purge un-
necessary spending and manage cashflow.

a great deal of infrastructure. Data flow is very im-
portant. If we are to look at Supply Chain for example 
everyone is looking to adjust their supply chain be-
cause of the interruptions that happened. Data secu-
rity is especially important if companies are incorpo-
rate more of technology. Survival is about agility and 
being dynamic. Businesses should also stock up on 
products they offer to deal with the abrupt rise in 
demand after Covid-19. As newest the leader of HP 
UAE I aim to keep the country in the forefront in tech-
nology innovation. Research and Development is es-
sential because it keeps business products relevant 
and viable.

Mr. Ahmad Alkhallafi, 
Managing Director – 
UAE of Hewlett      
Packard Enterprise said 
that one of the most   
important things to sur-
vive is interaction and 
thethe exchange of ideas. 
To be dynamic and be 
able to change it require      

CEO Clubs Panel Webinars
Business Innovation & Technology in a Pandemic 
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a robot that is essential in the battle against 
COVID-19 because it can detect symptoms of the 
virus such as difficulty breathing and as well as 
body temperature. With such a device being de-
veloped safety is guaranteed and the spread of 
the pandemic is curbed. It is important for us a 
region to also develop a solution to Covid-19  due 
toto the fact that whatever country develops the 
cure its priority will be its own people and it will 
take some time for that cure to be distributed to 
other regions thus it is wise and smart to also re-
search and development our own cure. Artificial 
technology will play an essential in curbing the 
spread of the pandemic. Through a robot, AI will 
be able to detect the symptoms of Covid-19 thus 
authorities will have control on the spread.

Mohamed Osman Baloola, 
Scientist & Inventor/
Deputy Director of Ajman Deputy Director of Ajman 
University Innovation 
Centre shared that the 
future of this world is robot-
ic and is dependent on       
innovation ideas as well as 
AI to flourish. He designed a 

Business leaders should ask themselves relevant 
questions in-order to come back stronger. A 
self-evaluation of the business is necessary. Technol-
ogy should be fully utilized thus cutting costs and         
redirecting saved resources to innovation. Human 
capital has been greatly affected both in recruiting 
and day to day activities and businesses should utilize 
technologytechnology to shortlist and interview applicants via 
video calling thus saving time and resources both 
ways.

Webinar Replay

CEO Clubs Panel Webinars
Business Innovation & Technology in a Pandemic 

https://youtu.be/XZbgwIRCSmE
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CEO Clubs Network brought together influential healthcare leaders 
from all the respected continents to discuss on how COVID-19 has 
affected the Global Healthcare System and how innovation will play 
an essential in the industry. Representing the Americas, we had         
Mr. Randy Oostra, the President and CEO of ProMedica in Ameri-
ca who has had more than 20+ years in the healthcare industry. 
Change is necessary and needed. Covid-19 came when not a single 
soulsoul had anticipated it. However, as things move into a new normalcy 
the leaders of today must push for change in order for their business-
es to survive. Mr. Randy Oostra highlighted some of the measures his 
business took in response to the new  normalcy. As an institution, 
they provided healthcare solutions in telemedicine and virtual 
healthcare. These solutions are done virtually and remotely thus 
keeping safe distance and trying their utmost best to provide solu
tions as well as curb the spread of COVID-19. As a way of innovation, 
the institution focuses more on remote visits. Supply Chain will great-
ly be affected in regard to innovation because during this pandemic 
its importance was highlighted thus there will be more stockpiling 
and a number of innovations to support and contribute to it. Their 
focus as well are the social detriments of COVID-19 due to its impacts 
on population and how it affected the senior citizens more.

Another of our esteemed panelists Mr. Harry Verbunt from Hewl-
ett Packard Enterprise Europe also provided us with essential infor-
mation on innovation and transformation in a pandemic. Mr. Verbunt 
has been with HP for 25 years and counting thus being the best indi-
vidual to highlight the immense innovation that has gone about it 
due to the pandemic. HPE has granted access to all its potent tech-
nologies under the open Covid pledge. With such granted access 
they hope a breakthrough solution to the pandemic. 

They believe in cooperation 
rather than competition. HPE 
technology is providing health-
care   institutions with research 
tools to help battle the pandemic. 
They also assisting in the conver-
sion of general infrastructure into          
hospitals such as in Genoa where 
they turned a ship into a floating 
hospital.

Dr Raza Siddiqui is the group 
CEO of Arabian Healthcare 
Group and has been in the 
healthcare industry for the past 4 
decades. He is amongst the pio-
neers of the    privatized health 
care in Dubai and the MENA 
region.region. A question was posed to 
our esteemed doctor on the chal-
lenges that healthcare providers 
are facing due to the pandemic. 
Hospital stuff face the highest risk 
of contracting Covid-19. Each day 
they risk their lives and also that 
of their families to help people 
and to that we are thankful and 
grateful. Another challenge high-
lighted was that of specialists like    
cardiologists, neurologists and 
orthopedic doctors have become 
default. 

Webinar Replay

CEO Clubs Panel Webinars
Global Healthcare System Innovation & Transformation
in a Pandemic
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The changes that need to happen? From Promedica focus will be 
on Telemedicine and virtual video visits. This would mean greater 
productivity and more convenient for patients. Mental health as well 
will be another focus as caretakers and stuff have faced horrific emo-
tional experiences thus will push for therapy and flush out elements 
of PTSD. More attention as well on senior patients.

Any changes experienced due to the pandemic. HP has seen many 
of its stuff adjust to working from home and noticing how it has 
greatly benefited them. Due to the pandemic change has been seen 
in real time information exchange in which back in the day updates 
would be delayed, however due the severity of the pandemic we have 
seen positive change in information exchange being faster and more 
accurate thus helping people stay informed. The world has become 
smallersmaller in term of communication as many have been forced to em-
brace technology.

The world has to adjust its fixed business designs as put forward by Dr. Siddiqui. Doctor consultation will be
redefined to incorporate technology. Specialty care is essential as he said. He mentioned that special depart-
ments should have separate subsidiaries meaning that Cardiology and Oncology should be in different areas.

What role has AI and machine learning played in Response to Covid-19? AI is assisting in diagnosing pa-
tients in order to purge the pandemic. Organisations are looking for automation for smoothness of business 
as well to assist in optimizing models. Machine learning will assist in the development of algorithms that will 
be essential to the new normalcy. This will in turn push for prevention of such a pandemic in future

In regard to our patients, hospi-
tals are receiving very few, cut 
down to an estimate of 30%. The 
main revenue came from out pa-
tients and now that has been cut 
down. Thus hospitals have highly 
skilled labor but limited revenue. 
Another challenge is that of 
Supply Chain. Most medical 
equipment to reduce the risk of 
contracting Covid-19 has shot up 
in pricing. 

Representing Australasia, we had 
Mr. Sam Amory who is the Gen-
eral Manager of Orion Health in 
New Zealand. Mr. Amory input 
was along the lines of the role 
Health ICT has played in response 
to the pandemic. There is very 
muchmuch great potential in Health 
ICT as the system demand is 
rising. They primary role of ICT is 
that of information exchange. 
Orion launched the Outbreak 
Management Soft Solution           
initiative; this will see more health     
informationinformation being shared on their 
Health Hub. The hub will             
governments know what exactly 
they will be dealing with because 
it covers a wide region hence you 
can regional health information 
faster and easier. This in turn will 
help them plan.help them plan.

Webinar Replay

CEO Clubs Panel Webinars
Global Healthcare System Innovation & Transformation
in a Pandemic

https://youtu.be/pxxq_O3izdY
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Always remember that Crisis is an opportunity. Leverage the Benefits of Crisis in a 90 Days Plan. To learn 
more about the 90 Days Plan, you can watch the replay of the presentation or read the full article below.

There are eleven basic steps to run a Management Plan during a crisis, as follows:
1. Start with positive communication.
2. Create a new business model
3. Secure continuity of operations
4. Cash flow. Cash is king. Remember that in crisis, Revenues and Cash fall faster than the Expenses.
5. Develop a lean plan, set 90 Days Goals, and reverse engineer to prioritize actions on how 
     to reach Goals.     to reach Goals.
6. Marshall your people
7. Virtual is the new normal
8. Sell and Service customers with compassion
9. Marketing must shift Business
10. Build a strong mindset
11. Update on a daily basis

Kyriakos Kofinas, 
Executive & Business Coach, Action Coach/Syn Praxis FZCO

How to calibrate your plan in a 
crisis? In this webinar, Mr. Kofinas 
guided us on how to develop a 
90-day plan with 11 practical steps 
which business leaders must take 
during the pandemic.

TheThe 2 main characteristics of this 
Crisis are its Unpredictability and 
the level of Changes.

ThereThere is no point to plan further 
than 90 days when the         evolu-
tion of the Crisis is unpredictable, 
and the level of Changes underway 
is significant. Rules of Business can 
change during Crisis. When the first 

30 days of the Crisis have passed, a 
new 90 days plan can be elaborated 
based on the acquired experience 
and this plan will be updated on a 
monthly basis.

AlthoughAlthough a Plan never fully covers  
reality, it is absolutely necessary to 
have one. Without benchmarks, even 
artificial ones, chaos and corporate 
paralysis due to random reflex         
actions will happen. A 90 Days Plan is 
what will be the New Plan A, with 
PlanPlan B Assumptions analyzed. In the 
worst case of multiple Challenges, 
Plan C (worst) Assumptions should 
be chartered too.

CEO CLUBS
E- NEWSLETTER

Webinar Replay Read Full Article

CEO Clubs Keynote Webinar
The Steps that Business Leaders need to take to 
drive Business through the Coronavirus Storm 

https://youtu.be/D3nbdHhOBT0
https://dvkconsultants.ae/90-days-crisis-management-plan/
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Prof. Christopher Abraham 
CEO & Head - Dubai Campus and Sr. Vice President at S P Jain School of Global Management.

Using cutting edge insights from 
Neuroscience, Positive Psycholo-
gy & Historical Case Studies, this 
exclusive 90 minute session was       
focusing on how we can look at 
our leadership in challenging 
times like these, how to address 
thethe anxieties of our teams, how to      
communicate, how to innovate 
and how to prepare for the              
uncertain future.

An illustration from WEF was 
shared where the Covid-19       
impacted all the industries and 
are divided into 6 dimentions. 

They are (1) Workforce Impact, 
(2) Avoiding Covid19 Infection 
and Spread, (3) Finding a vaccine, 
(4) Impact on Trade, (5) Impact on 
Travel, and (6) Impact on 
Financial Markets.

ThisThis situation we are in, can be 
described one simple acronym 
could be VUCA which has now 
gained significance. It stands for        
Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and 
Ambiguous and that’s the 
Covid-19 crisis. But, inspite of the 
VUCAVUCA that we know, Prof.        
Christopher introduced a new 
VUCA which we need to under-
stand, embrace and prepare.  

CEO CLUBS
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There were 3 Polls published during the session, and below are the results. 

CEO Clubs Keynote Webinar
Successful Leadership in Times of Uncertainty
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A quiz was also done and Prof. Abraham asked the 
audience how many percent of our brain do we use 
and a lot of the people say 2-10%, there are also 
50% and a few answered 100% which is the correct 
answer. The human brain has 100 Billion neurons 
and 1.4 Trillion neural connections. That’s more  
potential connections than atoms in the universe. 
That’sThat’s the awesome brain we have, and why is it 
important? As a leader, many times you are        
confronted by uncertain scenarios, but the big 
news is that, you possessed an absolutely amazing 
brain that can transform your perspective.  

He also discussed the Power of Community, if 
people will come together to share ideas and find 
common solutions, it will definitely have                
tremendous impact on how we can look at the 
future. We have not only  survived but thrived. The 
Cs of thriving are Collaboration, Cooperation and 
Creativity together create remarkable community 
that we are?that we are?

According to WEF, there are 6 critical leadership in-
telligence a business leaders must have during and 
after the crisis. They are, (1) Contextual intelligence, 
(2) Moral Intelligence, (3) Social and Emotional In-
telligence, (4) Generative   Intelligence, (5) Technol-
ogy Intelligence (6) Transformational Intelligence.

The Stockdale Paradox: “A belief in eventual        
Success, combined with a deep acceptance of the 
harsh current reality”

WhenWhen the pandemic hits us, we were in Shock. As 
we go through day by day, there’s a lot of Pain in 
terms of health, concerns, financial challenges and 
uncertain future.  But we should remember that at 
the end of the shock and the pain, we need to 
move towards Rehabilitation. That is by changing 
our perspective, we have an awesome brain and 
thethe power of community. We need to change at 
scale in terms of Priorities, Habits and System. 

“When we are no longer able to change a situation – we are challenged to 
 change ourselves” -  Victor Frankl

Webinar Replay

There are 7 ways to lead and adapt through the crisis. They are:
 
(1) Seek credible information
(2) Use appropriate communication channels
(3) Explain what your organization is doing about the crisis
(4) Be present, visible and available
(5) Dedicate organizational resources for future crisis and growth(5) Dedicate organizational resources for future crisis and growth
(6) Relationships are critical, and (7) Maintaining a Perspective.

CEO CLUBS
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CEO Clubs Keynote Webinar
Successful Leadership in Times of Uncertainty

 

In the midst of the crisis we need to reflect, respite, rethink, reset, be resilient, 
resolve, reimagine, refresh and relaunch!

https://youtu.be/rf_DMNyjjcI
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LinkedIn Headline which is one of the most visible 
parts of your linkedin profile and a major factor in 
LinkedIn’s search algorithm. The headline must be 
written as a first person talking   directly to your 
target audience where you can state how you can 
give value to them.

TheThe LinkedIn Banner must not be left unmodified. 
Usually people just leave it on a default, you must 
use it to promote your brand.

YourYour Profile Summary must be your story not a    
curriculum vitae (CV). Some of the important              
suggestions in writing your summary are: Make your 
first statement count, use keywords, cut the jargon, 
write how you speak, use paragraphs, use icons & 
graphic elements and add contact details.

YouYou can also add some articles, blog posts, videos, 
photos, and other media at the LinkedIn Features.

Your Experience is very important to keep it         
updated with organizations that you have worked 
for, show what you have done and include more 
about the current company.

Listing your highest academic level and activities 
which you have participated at school on Education 
& Training must be updated as well.

YourYour profile should reflect your character and values. 
You can highlight your Volunteer Experience to         
demonstrate your personality and commitment    
outside of workplace.

YouYou must also include relevant licenses &                
certifications at Licenses & Certifications box. 
Adding at least 5 skills relevant to your business and 
profession at Skills & Endorsement.                         

Recommendations are also important to         
demonstrate your valuable traits as a colleague,    
employee or service provider. 

YourYour Accomplishments also matters so you can add 
publications, courses, projects, honor/award, test 
scores, languages & organizations. Lastly, your      
Interests must be included to show your profile 
strength.

To conclude, you must complete your profile to     
receive new opportunities and be more visible.

Vietek Ladislaav  
CEO of SquareMotion

Vietek shared his knowledge on the importance of setting up a killer    
LinkedIn profile for SUCCESS! He guided us with very simple steps. As we 
know that LinkedIn is the biggestprofessional network and business 
owners need to be mindful of how they present themselves on LinkedIn to 
be able to    connect with right people and potential clients.

FirstFirst is the Profile Headshot which gives a first impression about your 
profile. He shared some statistics that profiles with professional headshot 
receive 14 times more views, 9 times more connection request & 36 times 
more messages. Some dos &don’ts when uploading a profile photos in the 
LinkedIn. Posting a party, wedding and family photos are among of which 
are not recommended. On the other hand, the  recommended headshot by 
Vietek is a passport format, white background, wearing appropriate dress, 
bigbig bright smile & looking at the camera to create a virtual connection or 
eye contact.

CEO CLUBS
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Webinar Replay

CEO Clubs Keynote Webinar
How to create a “killer” LinkedIn Profile? 
 

https://youtu.be/uomehjWHFM8
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Highlights of the Presentation:

• Focusing on the top Citizenship & Residency-by-Investment Programs 
   in St Kitts, Grenada, Vanuatu, Turkey, Greece, Portugal & Malta
• Increase your global mobility with visa-free travel to over 140+ 
   countries
• Peace of mind of being able to relocate immediately for you and your
   family is invaluable, especially now that the embassies and consulates    family is invaluable, especially now that the embassies and consulates 
   are closed
• Access to high-quality healthcare for you and your family in Europe 
   and North America
• Learning how governments are temporarily more flexible with their 
   required documents
• Benefit from favorable personal and business tax structure

Mimoun Assraoui 
CEO, RIF Trust 

CEO Clubs Network hosted an exclusive webinar collaboration with RIF 
Trust, a leading government-approved Residency and Citizenship-by-   
Investment advisory in the Middle East and Africa,  to present  how to 
obtain a second citizenship or EU residency for yourself and your family 
in a post-pandemic world.

Webinar Replay

CEO Clubs Keynote Webinar
Post-Pandemic 2nd Citizenship & EU Residency Solutions 

https://youtu.be/Ahj2WFAx-uI
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Webinar Replay

Webinar Replay

Health & Wellness

“Qigong & Stay Strong”
  Gloria Beléndez-Ramirez
  Happiness Ambassador

“Meditation”
  Akram Kanso
  

CEO Clubs Wellness Session

We know that during this time, you might be bored and lethargic staying at home. It can be hard to 
think about doing exercise - especially if you cannot go to fitness gyms, group yoga or group meditations.
Well, that's not an excuse, right? We should be more active, fit and balanced now than ever and there's 
a lot of ways to do so!

CEO Clubs Network conducted a series of wellness sessions like Meditation, Qigong, Kriya Yoga, 
Vinana Dance, and Bollywood Dance for fitness. Check it out below:

https://youtu.be/yQ5-Uns2e7k
https://youtu.be/zCi2-9H_p9k
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Webinar Replay

“Vinana Dance Party”
Nicola Beer

Webinar Replay

“Himalayan Kriya Yoga”
Jade

“Bollywood Dance Session for 
Happiness & Fitness”

Priya Telavane

Webinar Replay

“How to trick your brain into Serenity”
Gloria Belendez - Ramirez

CEO Clubs Wellness Session

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2994680777242088
https://youtu.be/KN-mN9inArU
https://youtu.be/dEAJocmYWtk
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Key Benefits of EXTREME Membership Mobile APP

View, search and connect to both Extreme & Elite Members 

Access the Exclusive Members Offers 
Opportunity to promote your products/services through Member's Offer and
Business Opportunities feature in mobile app 

Entitled to attend the selective CEO Clubs Events (4 Invites a year)

Attend the Regular Online Meetup with Elite Members
Opportunity to highlight your article and offers to CEO Clubs Newsletters

Access the Business Opportunities
Receive special price on the CEO Clubs Business Delegation packages

Attend all the CEO Club Exclusive Webinars

Email Campaign to introduce your company to members / Social Media Promotion

CEO Clubs EXTREME Membership
Introducing the New CEO Clubs Membership Category 
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DR. DIMITRIOS VASILEIOS KOKKINOS  
Chairman & Managing Director - DVK Consultants DWC-LLC

Measuring the present disaster, in 
numbers ONLY, is CRUSHING.
This is not about 1929, it took 
four years then to reach the 
bottom. It now happened in four 
months.

ThereThere has never been a triple 
crash like this before combining 
the Economy, a Pandemic, and 
Energy. The collapsing financial 
asset markets started already to 
damage the real economy and 
will continue to do so in a wors-
ening way.ening way.

Despite all the props used, the 
markets are less and less relevant 
to the real Economy. The          
Pandemic destroyed an already 
unsound system of Consumer 
Spending, Energy, Services, 
Global Trade, Supply Chains, In-
vestment,vestment, Production, and gener-
ally Value Creation.

But whatever disaster has befall-
en in the inhabitants of the Earth, 
has eventually ended. Each time, 
after a disaster, a better World 
emerged, although suffering has 
been diminished only a little. The 
signs of how this new World will 
form, are already emerging.form, are already emerging.

It will manifest itself in TWO 
STAGES.

A –> THE FIRST STAGE WILL BE 
ONE OF ENTRENCHMENT & 
CONFRONTATION

TheThe 2020-21 period will be one of 
retrenchment. States will             
entrench themselves in their        
nationalistic frontiers, Social 
classes will entrench themselves 
in the specificity of their class, 
and confrontations, National or 
Social will follow.Social will follow.

All this will be due to the paucity 
of means to continue the         
consumption model that strongly 
emerged in the 20th Century and 
dominated World affairs up to 
now.

Socially two fundamental Social 
concepts are strongly challenged.

*The*The concept of the Society 
where two-thirds (2/3) of it has 
adequate means and one-third 
(1/3) inadequate, that allowed 
most advanced Societies to     
function, is not valid anymore.

** The concept of the Society that 
expects that every next year, 
more material progress will be 
achieved for most of the popula-
tion.

This concept that sustains        
economically developing Societ-
ies is not sustainable anymore. 
Hope is Globally in “short” supply.
Materially, Global value chains 
demonstrate the new reality.

Over the past four decades, much 
of manufacturing production 
world-wide has been organized in 
what has become known as 
global value chains (GVCs).

FromFrom raw materials to final prod-
ucts everything is moved around 
the World in its various stages of 
production. 

So raw materials mined in Africa 
become electronic components 
manufactured in China and 
become electronic devices manu-
factured in Germany, those are 
incorporated into airplanes that 
are finally bought from all the 
above and other Countries.above and other Countries.

This, quasi closed loop, of the 
production and consumption 
network is mainly depending on 
China, Japan, the United States, 
and the European Union,

This will increase the Business 
fragmentation that is already de-
veloping, which is manifested pri-
marily through the US and China 
Trade wars which are developing 
into Capital and divesting Wars 
and protectionist policies.

CEO Clubs Member Article & News
NEW, POST PANDEMIC, WEALTH
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DR. DIMITRIOS VASILEIOS KOKKINOS  
Chairman & Managing Director - DVK Consultants DWC-LLC

Not only Technology but even 
Science will suffer because     
communication of R&D results 
will be subject to Government    
licensing.

GovernmentsGovernments legislate & regulate 
on experiences anchored in the 
past.

This administrative inability to    
anticipate the Future is where 
hope lies.

BB –> THE SECOND STAGE WILL BE 
WEALTH CREATION.

Going forward

The method forward is the same 
method that is adapted to         
salvage an ailing Corporation.

Creative Destruction.

TheThe salvageable part of the Cor-
poration is separated and the rest 
is destroyed and fed to the sal-
vageable part.

A re-shaping and re-orientation 
must take place.

Wealth creation always comes 
with the introduction of some-
thing new in Ideas Society, Sci-
ence, Technology, Regulation, 
etc.

There are five principal domains 
that creative innovation will 
create Wealth:

1) Gnostic & Cyber 
2) Energy
3) Environment 
4) Circular Economy 
5) Economic Transformation 5) Economic Transformation 

1. GNOSTIC & CYBER DOMAINS

The Gnostic & Cyber domains are 
the only ones that were not only 
unaffected by the disasters but 
also flourishing and resistant to 
the imposition of frontiers.

Advances in Gnostic Technology.Advances in Gnostic Technology.

It is established that compared to 
2012 it now takes 44 times less 
computing to train a neural net-
work to a specific AI. (Moore’s 
Law3 would yield an 11x cost im-
provement over this period).

The research results indicate that, 
for AI tasks with high levels of 
recent investment, algorithmic 
progress has yielded more gains 
than classical hardware efficiency 
improvements.

ThatThat means that software devel-
opment is advancing faster than 
hardware development which in 
turn means that AI is about to 
take off.

In the Industrial Revolution of the 
19th Century, the Engine, acting 
as a muscle multiplier utterly 
transformed Society.

The Gnostic Revolution of the 
21st Century, acting as an intel-
lect multiplier will utterly trans-
form Society again and be a new 
great source of Wealth.

Cyber globalization

The closing of physical frontiers 
will not affect the Cyberspace. A 
new area of the interchange will 
also create new Wealth rules.

2. ENERGY

EveryEvery great socioeconomic 
change is preceded by a change 
in the mode of Energy.

This is worthy of a particular anal-
ysis.

Muscle, black powder, Coal, Oil, 
Nuclear, Natural Gas, and now 
Renewable sources, are the mile-
stones.

The present value of the Energy 
Companies sector’s weight in the 
S&P500 has dwindled from more 
than 12% ten years ago to less 
than 3% now.

TheThe main reasons for the drop are 
Companies producing or using 
Coal and/or Hydrocarbons.

Only Renewable Energy Compa-
nies are holding up.

Renewable energy demand is ex-
pected to increase this year by 1% 
compared with the overall 6% de-
cline in energy demand forecast 
by the IEA.

CEO CLUBS
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DR. DIMITRIOS VASILEIOS KOKKINOS  
Chairman & Managing Director - DVK Consultants DWC-LLC

The main reason is the drop in the 
use of internal combustion en-
gines and the second reason is 
the reduction of the use of Coal 
and Oil in the generation of elec-
tricity increasing the renewables 
percentage in the Energy mix.

The Energy mix is tilting in favor 
of the Renewables for three main 
reasons:

The continuously dropping initial 
cost of renewables, which now is 
competitive with fossil fuels.

TheThe very low OpEx of Energy     
production from renewable 
sources.

The electrification of Transport.

TwoTwo additional reasons are the 
rapid drop in the cost of Battery 
Energy Storage and the Geopolit-
ical uncertainty of fossil fuel 
supply.

As the Oxford University       
report: (Oxford Smith School of 
Enterprise and the Environment | 
Working Paper No. 20-02 ISSN 
2732-4214 (Online)) estimated 
for every $1 million spent, 7.49 
full-time renewable energy jobs 
areare created but only 2.65 jobs in 
fossil fuels.

3. ENVIRONMENT 

Great awareness of the impor-
tance of the Environment has 
been developed in the 21st Cen-
tury, spread and assisted by the 
Mass Media that continuously 
demonstrates the fragility of our 
present Environment.

TheThe new generation, people who 
were born in the period ranging 
from the early 1980s to the early 
2000s, are investing almost         
exclusively to Companies and 
Corporations that respect the   
Environment and Society.

AsAs a very experienced Analyst    
remarked: “The biggest-ever gen-
erational transfer of wealth, which 
will be around $30 trillion, from 
baby boomers to millennials, will 
take place in the next few years”.

This has been greatly strength-
ened by the Covid-19 pandemic
For example, work from home 
also cleans the atmosphere. It is 
the biggest-ever drop in              
energy-related greenhouse gas 
emissions.

A telling characteristic is that in 
April there were zero car sales 
from Italy to India.

4. CIRCULAR ECONOMY

TheThe present linear Economy 
cannot be sustained without       
destroying the Planet, but there 
are additional significant reasons.
FurtherFurther to the economies           
obtained to a World that will be 
short of everything, including 
food, the shortening of the 
Supply Chain, & its extensive con-
tainment within national borders

5. ECONOMIC      
    TRANSFORMATION

At the end of 2020, the Global 
debt will reach more than 280$ 
trillion dollars.

ItIt is obvious that, even with the 
best Keynesian practices, this 
cannot carry on forever.The ques-
tion is not what the States will do 
about it because Governments 
have a great track record of kick-
ing the can further.

The real issue is that we will see 
demand destruction. Economic 
transformation won’t take life 
back to normal. There will be, at 
least ten years, a fast forward in 
the way we work, shop, manage, 
and administrate.

DeglobalizationDeglobalization will make Sus-
tainability at the national level a 
major requirement.

The new habits of working, shop-
ping, and communicating from 
home will utterly transform the 
Economy.While restaurants and 
theaters will fill up again, there 
will be nothing like the business 
before.The greatest Economic 
TransformationTransformation will result from 
the diminishment of physical 
movement and space require-
ments.

This will create a drop-in employ-
ment income and demand.The 
question is how this is to be So-
cially manageable.A universal 
majority consensus of support for 
the introduction of universal 
basic income is close to being 
achieved. It remains to be agreed 
at whose expense.

CEO Clubs Member Article & News
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 James Michael Lafferty
 CEO Fine Hygienic Holding (FHH)

Fine Hygienic Holding (FHH), one of the world’s 
leading wellness groups and manufacturer of        
hygienic paper products, has released the results of 
scientific testing conducted by the University of      
Arizona which confirms Livinguard technology      
incorporated in its Fine Guard masks effectively 
neutralizes pathogens of all kinds upon contact,    
including Human coronavirus 229e.including Human coronavirus 229e.

The scientific tests, conducted by the Tucson       
university’s Department of Environmental Studies 
under the supervision of Charles Gerba PhD, 
showed that the textile technology, made in part-
nership with Swiss microbiology and material        
sciences company Livinguard, effectively eliminates 
pathogens of all types, including Human coronavi-
rus 229e.

The tests affirm that textiles treated with the break-
through technology, such as the Fine Guard, can kill 
the coronavirus by 99.99%. Dr. Gerba, Professor of 
Microbiology, Virology, and Immunology, said: 
“Livinguard textile technology holds promise in the 
fight against COVID 19.”

The anti-viral, anti-bacterial Fine Guard is already 
available in the MENA markets including UAE, Saudi 
Arabia, and Jordan, and Livinguard is currently 
working with the US Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) on the results of the testing, with the aim to 
introduce masks treated with the Livinguard         
technology into the US market in the coming 
weeks.weeks.

Regarding the findings of the study, FHH CEO 
James Michael Lafferty said, “As a leader in the      
wellness and hygiene industry, FHH is dedicated to         
providing hygienic solutions which go beyond the 
set market standards. Fine worked closely with       
Livinguard over the past couple of years to develop 
products that keep consumers safe and healthy.

“We“We are proud to be their exclusive partner in the 
MENA region, providing our communities and con-
sumers across the globe with one of the most tech-
nologically advanced and effective hygienic face

masks on the market today. We are encouraged 
by the confirmation of the newly-available test    
results from the University of Arizona and look 
forward to making masks treated with the       
Livinguard technology even more widely         
available.”

FineFine Guard face masks are reusable for up to two 
years and can be washed up to 30 times with hand 
soap and warm water, offering a more sustainable 
alternative than disposable masks.

WithWith more governments recommending or man-
dating its citizens to wear personal protective 
equipment, Fine Hygienic Holding is currently 
working on developing new products that utilize 
the Livinguard technology such as gloves and 
wipes to help consumers stay safe and healthy.

About Fine Hygienic Holding:
Fine Hygienic Holding (FHH), MENA’s leading 
manufacturer of hygienic products, serves con-
sumers in more than 75 countries around the 
world. With its commitment to becoming “the 
shining star of the Arab FMCG business world,” 
FHH focuses on wellness, sustainability, 
state-of-the-art production processes, pioneering 
CSRCSR programs, and award-winning products. The 
company offers a diverse array of products includ-
ing facial tissues, napkins, kitchen towels, toilet 
paper, baby diapers, adult briefs, jumbo rolls, as 
well as away-from-home products to accommo-
date all types of private and public institutions.

(Reference: Khaleej Times)
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Abdul Moiz Khan
Co – Founder, CEO & Managing Partner of Fursa Consulting 

We are now plunged to be compatible enough as 
telecommuting “Tech Savvy” professional with the 
emergence of work-from-home – “WFH” culture. 
Students will have more online learning, Corporate 
will expand more efficient and effective supply 
chain systems to insulate and safe guard them-
selves. 

Banks will transform, at a much faster pace, their     
infrastructure to create and operate on block chain 
technology. These new digitalized coded options 
will provide enhanced security, cost effectiveness & 
efficiency for corporate payments, intra bank cross 
border remittances etc and the applicability is       
expected to magnify rapidly.     

As human kind stands testimony to this bizarre 
pandemic – Corona Virus or COVID 19 which     
represent unprecedented circumstances, as novel 
as it is life-changing & will alter the visualization 
of the socio- economic fabric of global society.

TheThe effects are discernible as we all are reorient-
ing our relationship to government, to the outside 
world & even to each other. The stark reality is 
there is no accurate premonition of exactly what 
will come of the unknown dynamics that commu-
nity, government, healthcare, the economy, our 
lifestyles and more will have. 

Like any other catastrophes similar to 9/11 or the 
2008 financial crisis that mutated the global        
society in the past, this will also forge new        
challenges at the back drop of “uncertainty” which 
makes this calamity even more bewildering and 
convoluted to  tackle. 

TheThe marketplace will witness more sophisticated 
and flexible technological advancement, there will 
be a drift away from “Is there a reason to do this 
online?” to “Is there any good reason to do this in 
person?”. There will be significant acceptance of 
online communication at government, education, 
healthcare, in our life style and at large will            
facilitatefacilitate more connection to far away people 
easily with much more health safety in place.

CEO CLUBS
E- NEWSLETTER

facilitate more connection to far away people 
easily with much more health safety in place.
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Abdul Moiz Khan
Co – Founder, CEO & Managing Partner of Fursa Consulting 

There is no better time than this to redesign global 
industrial pace and conserve wildlife habitat to      
restrict & eliminate spill over of animal microbes by 
not forcing wild species to cram into remaining 
fragments of habitat in closer proximity to us. That’s 
what has allowed animal microbes such as 
SARS-COV2—not to mention hundreds of others 
fromfrom Ebola to Zika—to cross over into human 
bodies, causing epidemics. 

Precisely, it is a wake-up call to entire man kind to 
be responsible as no event in recent history has     
affected us as profoundly and pervasively & will 
continue to influence on how we think, how we 
relate to others and what we value for now on.

Abdul Moiz Khan is a senior UAE based Corporate 
/ Risk Management Banker, Co – Founder, CEO & 
Managing Partner of Fursa Consulting – Dubai 
based Corporate Advisory Company engaged in 
Debt Advisory, PE, M&A & Strategy.   

TheThe Healthcare Industry globally will beholder     
unleashing of new Family Health Care programs 
to provide more safety net for child care, elder 
care & support for people with disabilities.       
Telemedicine will now on contribute more signifi-
cantly in cost-controlling, high convenience 
system for the Healthcare Industry. The industry 
willwill institute sweeping reforms focused on access 
to high-quality care, cost management, product     
innovation and digitalization.

New Fiscal & Monetary measures will be               
embraced to salvage companies from bankruptcy 
so that they can recoup quickly once the pandem-
ic is over. There will be various forms of tax relief 
and public guarantees to support firms borrow, 
public finances will significantly be under pressure 
& increase in budget deficits for all governments. 
TimelyTimely roll out of fiscal & economic stimulus 
package will significantly underpinned the core 
pillars of the economy. Adequate measures will be 
adopted to ensure unemployment rate remain 
low. There will be surge in demand for cost effec-
tive & innovative unemployment linked insurance 
covers. Government efforts will increase to shore 
up aggregate demand, which will have its own 
challenges, as global economy is suffering from 
an unprecedented supply shock. This may lead to 
merely boost inflation, potentially leading to stag-
flation (weak or falling GDP growth alongside 
rising prices).

CEO Clubs Member Article & News
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(Reference: Khaleej Times)

 Mohammed Zafar
 Country Head, Proficiency Healthcare Diagnostics

A laboratory in Abu Dhabi City is operating round 
the clock, testing more than 1,000 Covid-19        
samples a day. Khaleej Times was offered a 
first-hand experience of the tests done inside the 
highly-protected laboratory environment.

ProficiencyProficiency Healthcare Diagnostics (PHD), part 
of Al Borg Medical Laboratories, functions across 
four floors of a tower carrying out many vital tests. 
Here, samples are tested for Covid-19 on an auto-
mated molecular division on a secured floor.

"Once this virus started spreading from China, we 
feared this might be reaching here as the UAE is an 
international hub with people flying in & transiting. 
So proactively, we started interaction with our team, 
stakeholders and then with government officials to 
find a way to tackle this problem," said Mohammed 
Zafar, country head of PHD and Al Borg Medical 
Laboratories.Laboratories.

It helped that the lab already had reverse transcrip-
tion polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test                
facility - an accurate way to detect the virus. "We 
slowly built up our capacity. We worked on how to 
handle      samples and bio-safety requirements in 
line with government regulations. And we became 
prepared to handle such load. We are testing sam-
ples for more than two weeks. We are doing more 
than 1,000 tests per day, 95 per cent of load is 
coming from Abu Dhabi Health Services Company - 
Seha," Zafar said.

What happens inside Covid-19 test lab?

DrDr Lobna El Messery, group medical director and 
lab director in Abu Dhabi, said the process is      
double-checked to ensure zero-per cent error and 
facility is completely integrated electronically with 
healthcare authorities. "The samples are delivered 
through a separate entrance. Each sample is 
stored in temperature-controlled environment, 
thenthen accessioning is done, i.e., data of person fed 
into integrated information system, samples are 
mapped with data provided by the health authori-
ties. Then, there is RNA extraction process,          
followed by DNA detection to confirm presence of 
the virus. The results are updated electronically to 
the government," Dr Lobna said about the pro
cess inside the molecular biology lab. "This is a 
24-hour operational lab to test as many samples 
as possible. The best policy for now is to screen 
and contain. We are doing our bit of screening," 

Zafar noted Al Borg group of laboratories is 
spread across the UAE, with Abu Dhabi facility 
being the biggest. "Al Borg is present in 15      
countries and we have 12 labs spread across the 
UAE." We have 12 medical staff working full time, 
but the entire company is in this together. They all 
have personal protective equipment. They are 
puttingputting extra time and effort with less time to 
sleep. They are compensated for working over-
time. There's a sleeping facility and place to relax. 
There are attendants solely to cater to their re-
quirements," Zafar added.

CEO CLUBS
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ples for more than two weeks. We are doing more 
than 1,000 tests per day, 95 per cent of load is 
coming from Abu Dhabi Health Services Company - 
Seha," Zafar said.

putting extra time and effort with less time to 
sleep. They are compensated for working over-
time. There's a sleeping facility and place to relax. 
There are attendants solely to cater to their re-
quirements," Zafar added.
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Combating coronavirus: 
Abu Dhabi lab tests 1,000 Covid-19 samples a day
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guarantees to include loans guaranteed by ECI to 
stimulate the import of made in the UAE products 
from foreign buyers. ECI will offer UAE exporters 
access to its extensive database of more than 300 
million companies worldwide to establish a new 
customer portfolio.

InIn addition, the two organisations have committed 
to work together to develop new joint products to 
help UAE companies and their overseas buyers ad-
dress the immediate liquidity and cash flow issues 
threatening the global supply chain today.

Massimo Falcioni, Chief Executive Officer of ECI, and 
Saeed Al Dhaheri, Acting Director-General of ADEX, 
signed the MoU pledging their strategic collabora-
tion. The signing ceremony was witnessed and       
endorsed by Mohammed Saif Al Suwaidi, Direc-
tor-General of ADFD and Chairman of the Export 
Executive Committee of ADEX.

Al Suwaidi said, "ECI and ADEX share a common 
mandate and responsibility to drive our nation’s 
economic development and diversification. 

Etihad Credit Insurance, ECI, and Abu Dhabi         
Exports Office, ADEX, announced a strategic alli-
ance to help UAE exporters overcome the most 
pressing challenges they face in the current        
economic climate.

ADEX and ECI will combine their highly comple-
mentary suite of financial and insurance products 
and services to bring to UAE businesses a full 
range of credit facilities - direct financing, guaran-
tees and export credit insurance - to maximise 
their competitiveness in the global marketplace.

Management of both organisations, which share a 
mandate to drive expansion and diversification of 
the UAE economy by driving growth of national 
export companies operating outside of the crude 
oil sector, signed a Memorandum of Understand-
ing pledging mutual cooperation to support UAE 
companies by providing the full range of financial 
productsproducts that help them accelerate their exports 
beyond the border.

One of the key collaboration areas through this 
MoU is that ADEX will expand its range of existing
buyers credit facilities in the form of loans and 

CEO Clubs Member Article & News

(Reference: Emirates News Agency)

Etihad Credit Insurance, Abu Dhabi Exports Office join 
forces to expand strategic product offering to support
UAE companies
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(Reference: Emirates News Agency)

Al Dhaheri said, "This is a strategic alliance that is all 
about protecting the best interests of our national 
companies as well as facilitating their overseas 
buyers on much-needed international trade. We 
offer overseas buyers of goods and services from 
UAE companies the benefit of immediate access to 
financing that is more difficult to secure locally in 
today’stoday’s market conditions while protecting our na-
tional companies’ transactions from risks in a time 
of great economic uncertainty. And together we will 
listen to our business leaders to explore develop-
ment of new products that are directly aligned with 
alleviating the credit and payment pressures they 
are facing today."

ECI provides guarantees and insurance solutions to 
mitigate the political and commercial risks arising 
from financing or refinancing export transactions 
on behalf of the UAE government. ECI has built a 
large ecosystem of strategic partners that includes 
local and international banks which can offer loans 
to UAE companies to fund exports to overseas 
buyers,buyers, with ECI providing insurance to secure that 
funding and protect the supply chain.

ADEX provides direct financing and credit guaran-
tees to overseas buyers from the public and private 
sectors seeking to import goods and services from 
UAE companies. ADEX funding and guarantees are 
designed to support national businesses across the 
UAE in all non-crude oil sectors. ADEX has allocated 
AED550 million ($150 million) in funding for quali-
fying export transactions of national companies 
that is immediately available to support COVID-19 
economic recovery.

WeWe both have a rich suite of uniquely comple-
mentary financial and insurance products and ser-
vices that are highly relevant to helping business 
leaders overcome the challenges they are facing 
in the current COVID-19 economy. United togeth-
er, we can expand our reach to more effectively 
and efficiently provide much needed financial 
support to our national companies and their over-
seas buyers when and where they need it most."

ECI and ADEX will partner on a national education 
campaign to help business leaders understand 
how to most effectively leverage this new com-
bined offering to increase global competitiveness 
and safely enter new global markets to expand 
their businesses and contribute to broader UAE 
economy health and growth.

Falcioni said, "Together we can help enhance UAE 
businesses and exporters’ cash flow and safely de-
velop business expansions. We can make sure 
they get paid for those transactions in advance, 
improving their cash flow. And we can assist them 
through our extensive database of companies to 
access new markets and reduce the cost of ex-
ports. That’s a powerful combination that will sig-
nificantly help companies navigate COVID-19 re-
lated business challenges while strategically in-
vesting in long-term growth."

CEO Clubs Member Article & News
Etihad Credit Insurance, Abu Dhabi Exports Office join 
forces to expand strategic product offering to support
UAE companies
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James Mathew
CEO & Managing Partner UHY James Chartered Accountants

AgainstAgainst the backdrop of COVID-19, the high      
dependence on manufacturing units in China led 
to a global supply chain disruption that resulted in 
unprecedented loss for some of the biggest com-
panies of the world. Global investors are now ex-
ploring options to reduce their reliance on China 
as a manufacturing base. This paradigm shift in    
investor sentiment within the goods & manufac-
turing sector holds immense promise and poten-
tial for the Indian economy. In a bid to leverage 
the opportunity knocking its door, India                
announced the development of a land pool, 
almost double the size of Luxemborg, to attract 
investors, looking to set shop outside China. 

I would say this is easier said than done. Will India play it smart & make the most of this potent opportunity? 
Or will bureaucratic roadblocks nip this opportunity in the bud?

There are many questions looming at large. It is up to stakeholders in the government and corporate sector 
of India to get their act together, utilize the opportunity to its best potential, set the ‘Make in India’ move-
ment into momentum and lead India Inc to its next phase – India Inc 2.0. A good place to start, would be to, 
first explore India’s strengths and weaknesses with regard to luring global investors.

 
Strengths:

• Land allotment is the starting point for a manufacturing unit; to this end, India has already identified 
461,589 hectares of land across the country to woo global investors. 

• The government has handpicked sectors like electrical, pharmaceuticals, medical devices, electronics, 
heavy engineering, solar equipment, food processing, chemicals and textiles to promote manufacturing.

•• Countries like Japan, US, South Korea and China have highlighted their interest in shifting base to India and 
have sent inquiries to Invest India – the government’s investment agency.

• The Indian government is working closely with state governments, urging them to design programs that 
will drive foreign investments in their respective states.

While the above mentioned points showcase how well India is poised as a destination of choice for potential 
investors, there are key factors intrinsic to the country’s business landscape that require major transforma-
tion. 

CEO CLUBS
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James Mathew
CEO & Managing Partner UHY James Chartered Accountants

Weaknesses:

• Eliminate bureaucratic roadblocks: The Indian government must walk the extra mile to eliminate bureau-
cratic roadblocks and shift focus on devising strategies that promote the interest of the investors.

• Increase transparency in policy making: It is imperative that the Indian government wins the confidence 
of multinational investors and involves them in policy making processes to offer a business environment that 
is conducive to growth

• Strategise to ensure ease of doing business: The Indian government and all other stakeholders will need 
to work hand in hand to ensure multinational investors can rely on - the policies, laws of the land and supply 
chain capabilities - to drive growth for their companies. This will demand flawless implementation at every 
stage of the business to offer investors ‘ease of doing business’

20192019 was by no means an easy year for the Indian economy and with the outbreak of COVID-19 in 2020, an 
economic downturn is here to stay. Experts believe the COVID-19 induced crisis may cut a deeper wound on 
the economy than the 2009 global financial crisis. I strongly believe, India has the opportunity to pull a mas-
terstroke and rewrite its growth story by strengthening its position as a global manufacturing base. However 
it remains to be seen whether India will succumb to the catastrophe that is COVID-19 or will the country rise 
to the occasion and breathe life into its ailing corporate sector. 

Do you think India Inc. 2.0 is in the making? 

CEO Clubs Member Article & News
INDIA Inc 2.0 – SO CLOSE YET SO FAR
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What we are seeing is truly unprecedented, and it 
has never been more important for our tools and 
services to be available, and for markets to remain 
open and transparent to give investors confidence.”

TotalTotal volumes on the DGCX in April totaled 810,000 
million contracts, valued at USD 20.02 billion.  The 
Exchange last month also recorded Average Open 
Interest (AOI) of 246,080 contracts, bringing the 
AOI for 2020 to 347,955 contracts, up 20.42% from 
last year.

“The“The DGCX continues to operate normally across 
both the exchange and clearing house, and we 
remain committed to providing the vitally import-
ant functions of risk management and price discov-
ery in today’s challenging environment,” Male 
added.

TheThe Dubai Gold and Commodities Exchange 
(DGCX) continued to see robust trading activity in 
April, with members increasingly seeking to     
protect themselves against volatility and global 
economic uncertainty. In light of continued         
currency volatility and varying views on the dollar 
as a safe haven, the DGCX last month most nota-
blybly recorded a surge in trading of its G6 currency 
portfolio, which registered year-on-year (Y-O-Y) 
volume growth of 653.45%.

Among the G6 Currency pairs, Euro and British 
Pound Futures contracts were the most promi-
nent, recording impressive Y-O-Y ADV growth of 
405.56% and 318.48% respectively.

Meanwhile, the DGCX’s Gold Futures product    
continues to perform strongly, and has now          
recorded year-to-date (Y-T-D) volume growth of 
547.31% compared to the same period last year.

LesLes Male, CEO of DGCX, said: “April was another 
extraordinarily busy and volatile month for global 
markets. Oil prices plummeted amid forecasts 
that demand will plunge this year, gold prices    
surpassed the $1,700 threshold once again, while 
the US dollar steadied or weakened against most 
major currencies, having previously strengthened 
inin the first quarter of this year. During these peri-
ods of uncertainty, markets such as the DGCX 
support the resilience of the global and regional 
economy by allowing investors and businesses to 
protect their positions against price fluctuations.

CEO CLUBS
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Shalini Bhatnagar
CEO, Fiona Environs

Covid-19 has affected some industries faster than 
others. While social and food businesses have taken 
a hit, e-commerce and gaming businesses are on 
the rise. As a landscape architecture firm belonging 
to the construction industry, we have experienced a 
mixed impact. 

HereHere is how Fiona Environs have been affected 
by covid-19.

Delays and distance

Concerned clients: To limit exposure, clients are 
anxious about their project’s timeline, hoping to 
have it completed as soon as possible.

DelayDelay with the delivery of materials: Imports 
have been halted during this time. This could lead 
to a delay in project completion, and a spike in 
overall cost, with the price of materials being raised 
as well.

TheThe challenges of working from home: Fiona 
Environs is in a mobility-driven business. From site 
visits to necessary time in the office, this halt on 
movement is pushing us to think outside the box. 
Unlike most companies, our team relies on tech-
nology at the office, that we simply can’t access at 
home. However, we ‘re trying to come up with a 
systematic approach to this.systematic approach to this.

Actions we are taking

Our team has been briefed on the importance of 
frequent sanitization and social distancing - and 
we are now all in quarantine, working remotely. 
We have reviewed ongoing construction projects 
and have also briefed workers, site managers, de-
signers as well as the client on protocols to be fol-
lowed. 

Client deadlines have also been a top priority or 
paused for the time being, with respect to materi-
al delivery, and trying to maintain as little contact 
as we can. We have also restricted visitors and 
supplier drop-ins to the office, and have placed 
sanitizers in every room, with a deep clean after 
each meeting. 

Technology has come to our rescue during this 
time, enabling us to coordinate with our team, cli-
ents, and international collaborators.

Fiona Environs is keen to see the end of covid-19 
but we can’t help but wonder how this will shape 
the future of our industry and the way we work.CEO CLUBS

E- NEWSLETTER

Technology has come to our rescue during this 
time, enabling us to coordinate with our team, cli-
ents, and international collaborators.

Fiona Environs is keen to see the end of covid-19 
but we can’t help but wonder how this will shape 
the future of our industry and the way we work.

CEO Clubs Member Article & News
COVID-19 and Fiona Environs: 
HOW OUR BUSINESS HAS BEEN IMPACTED? 
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ThisThis partnership will provide members with compre-
hensive ease of use, accommodating those invalu-
able connections are our shared concern. Exchange 
knowledge and insight with likeminded company to 
enhance both operations. Cross collaborates with 
our other members. Foster relations over the sharing 
of ideas, opening the door to a world of opportunity 
rife for the taking.

Conclusively CEO Clubs Network and Russian Club 
will aim to promote each other business activities as
well as member engagement to explore different 
business ventures.

AsAs put forward by Charles Darwin &quot;It is the 
long history of humankind (and animal kind, too) 
that those who learned to collaborate and improvise 
most effectively have prevailed.&quot; Collaboration 
and strategic partnerships are fundamental to         
improving business outcomes. CEO Clubs Network 
and Russian Club are now in a mutual beneficial    
partnershippartnership that aims to benefit its members in     
marketing, business transactions as well as B2B 
meetings. The Russian Club is a social and business 
Club representing more than 100,000 Russian    
speakers from Russia and previous Soviet Union 
countries. On the other hand, CEO Clubs Network is 
a corporate MEMBERSHIP-based Club &amp; by-in-
vitation-only international organization with       
members across various industries from private     
sectors, government entities, diplomats and business 
councils. As clearly defined by the aims both entities 
are well established in their networks and with this 
partnership will now make the world smaller by    
connecting their respective networks.

Russian Club provides bridge-way between powerful 
contacts, creating beneficial connections with access 
to a plethora of organized events and occasions,     
primarily designed to connect businesses. Including 
between UAE to Russia/CIS or for Russian speaking 
companies within the UAE. The partnerships will also 
aim to promote each other’s webinars as we incorpo-
raterate innovation and technology in these changing 
times.

A GUIDE OF DOING BUSINESS IN
RUSSIA & CIS COUNTRIES

Date: June 09, 2020, 
Time: 16:00 (UAE time) 

Partnership between CEO Clubs Network

https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_wrU-ePsWSNC9CXVd8CoNIQ
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A WORLD-CLASS STANDARDS

AlAl Sarkal has spearheaded all the major infrastruc-
tural projects and key partnerships at Shurooq,     
initiating the development of its portfolio of      
projects, initiatives and partnerships estimated at a 
total value of more than AED 10 billion (more than 
USD 2 billion), and covering Sharjah’s western, cen-
tral and eastern regions.

His creative, innovative thinking and ambitious 
drive, rooted in the emirate’s traditions, has             
enabled Shurooq to adopt world- class standards in 
providing an array of services and infrastructural   
facilities to attract investors from the UAE, the 
Middle East, and beyond.

VISION
BecomeBecome an influential model in Sharjah as the ‘city 
of the future’ through the emirate’s deep-rooted 
culture and history.

MISSION
LeadLead the transformation and development of Shar-
jah’s emerging markets and sectors, through initia-
tive strategic forward planning of projects, initia-
tives and partnerships that deliver and empower 
added value to Shurooq’s team members, business 
partners and stakeholders.

TRANSFORMING SHARJAH 
ECONOMICS 

HEHE Marwan bin Jassim Al Sarkal is Executive     
Chairman of the Sharjah Investment and Develop-
ment Authority (Shurooq), an entity tasked with 
leading the continued transformation and         
economic diversification of the emirate of Sharjah.

Marwan Al Sarkal was appointed Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO) of Shurooq in 2009 at the time of its 
establishment as per the Emiri Decree no.2 of 
2009 that was issued by His Highness Sheikh      
Dr. Sultan bin Muhammad Al Qasimi, Member of 
the Supreme Council and Ruler of Sharjah. In his        
capacity as CEO, he intensified efforts to drive and 
leadlead the investment and cultural growth and      
development of Sharjah.
 
Operating under the wise directives of His High-
ness the Ruler of Sharjah, and under the vision of 
Sheikha Bodour bint Sultan Al Qasimi, Chairper-
son of Shurooq, HE Marwan bin Jassim Al Sarkal 
played an integral role in transforming Sharjah’s 
economic infrastructure, diversifying markets and 
facilitating new investments by leading projects 
and partnerships across major sectors such as 
tourism, healthcare, environmental, logistics,       
real-estate, retail and light manufacturing.

CEO CLUBS
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Click here for Full BIO

HE MARWAN BIN 
JASSIM AL SARKAL
EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN

SHUROOQ

https://ceoclubsuae.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/HE_Marwan_bin_Jassim_Al_Sarkal__Short_biography.pdf
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LesLes Male has nearly 30 years’ experience in the 
Global Commodities industry with particular              
expertise across Exchanges, risk management and 
trading systems. As an extensively networked        
business leader with a consistent track record of 
driving new business and growth, he builds            
outstanding customer relationships, whilst protect-
ing & growing shareholder returns. ing & growing shareholder returns. 

Les is the Chief Executive Officer of the Dubai Gold & 
Commodities Exchange (DGCX), the largest and most 
diversified derivatives Exchange in the Middle East. 
In 2018 the DGCX Group traded andcleared USD 
$475 billion and USD $950 billion respectively, across 
four major asset classes; FX, Metals, Equities and      
Hydrocarbons. The DGCX Group enjoys a global 
membershipmembership base and International accreditation for 
the Exchange (DGCX) and Clearing House (DCCC). The Leading Derivatives

Exchange in the Middle East

Les joined DGCX in 2018 from Nasdaq where he was Les joined DGCX in 2018 from Nasdaq where he was 
responsible for EU/UK client facing activities on the 
Global Commodities product suite. He started his 
career managing strategic projects for the UK         
Network Code, culminating in leading the develop-
ment of Europe’s first gas spot market (the OCM), he 
later became Commercial Director at EnMO and then 
continuedcontinued in that role for APX-Endex. In 2010 he 
became the European Managing Director for the 
Green Exchange, a US backed venture for global 
carbon trading. After acquisition by the CME Group, 
his role took on the European gas and Global LNG 
strategy for Nymex, prior to joining Nasdaq in 2014.

DubaiDubai has historically been an international hub for 
the physical trade of not only gold, but also many 
other commodities and so the establishment of the 
Dubai Gold & Commodities Exchange (DGCX) was 
the next logical step for the region and the local 
economy. DGCX commenced trading in November 
2005 as the regions first commodity derivatives       
exchangeexchange and has become today, the leading deriva-
tives exchange in the Middle East.

CEO Clubs Member of the Month

Les Male
CEO

Dubai Gold & Commodities 
Exchange (DGCX)
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Ramy Jallad is the Chief Executive Officer of RAKEZ. His role is to develop and drive the strategic growth, 
creating a thriving commercial and industrial business hub that attracts and welcomes investors from all 
around the world. He leads a thriving team of over 580 multicultural employees who are subject matter        
experts in diversified fields and expertise. 

Mr Jallad is also the CEO of RAK fDi and sits on the boards of RAK Academic Zone as well as RAK International 
Corporate Centre (RAKICC) offshore jurisdiction. 

HeHe has over 25 years of experience in developing and leading various commercial and industrial zones,        
business parks, airports and mixed-use real estate developments, contributing to the GDP and economy.

Mr Jallad is fluent in English and Arabic. He holds a degree in Mechanical Engineering, and is also a Lead      
Assessor by the European Foundation for Quality Management and a certified trainer in sales, marketing, 
customer experience and leadership.

The key to remaining 
sustainable is ensuring 
organisational agility, 
where free zones and 
economic zones must be
fast enough to adapt to 
marketplace shifts.marketplace shifts.

Ramy Jallad, 
Group CEO, RAKEZ

CEO CLUBS
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RAMY JALLAD
Group CEO
RAKEZ
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As a proud French & Moroccan dual citizen, 
Mimoun A. Assraoui has over 21 years of work       
experience in the Middle East, Japan and France, 
spending 16 years in the UAE, Dubai and Abu Dhabi 
covering family          offices, private clients, banks 
and non-bank financial institutions. 

EightEight years ago, Assraoui anticipated a growing 
demand amongst high-net-worth individuals and    
investors in the Middle East and Africa seeking 
second citizenship or residency. Assraoui took         
advantage of his banking skills and experience to 
build his own venture and founded RIF Trust in 
2013 headquartered in Dubai. Together with his 
partnerpartner David Regueiro, RIF Trust  has become a 
global leader in Citizenship and Residency by Invest-
ment in Middle East and Africa, adding a greater 
suite of services and international reach to over 12 
different countries across the globe.

2020 has been an outstanding year of achievements
for Mimoun A. Assraoui. He is the proud recipient of 
the CEO Monthly’s CEO of the Year 2019 - UAE and 
his company RIF Trust has received the MEA Markets’ 
Best Global Citizenship & Residency 
Advisory Firm 2020.

RIF Trust aims to expand, grow and satisfy the needs 
of its high profile clients by offering over 20 different 
programme options for their clients, ensuring that 
they have a wide range of solutions to choose from 
in the Caribbean, Europe, and North America.  

RIFRIF Trust services honest and hardworking people 
and families from neighbouring countries, who un-
fortunately have a “weaker passport” and are seeking 
to obtain visa-free travel around the world, access to 
the top schools and universities abroad for their chil-
dren, and the ability to expand their businesses in 
Europe.

For Assraoui, RIF Trust is the place where clients can 
build a bridge to the world. The company provides 
only government-approved programmes. They have 
a client centric approach and takes care of each of 
their clients, so much so that a lot of their business 
comes from past client referrals or positive word of 
mouth.

CEO Clubs Member of the Month

Mimoun A. Assraoui
Founder and CEO
RIF Trust

https://youtu.be/BsBXrWmh3TU
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Dr. Mustafa Taherali Saasa not only involved in     
multinational businesses but also strongly supports 
society by various ways. As member of world water 
council he has been working for “ WATER” which is 
most important element of life at international 
level.

OurOur success is based on three elements: The model 
itself, Domain knowledge and the team we built to 
deliver our vision.

WeWe are extremely careful about who we employ. 
Our culture and values are paramount to our suc-
cess and we seek out people who are passionate. 
Mediocrity is not tolerated at Star Tracker. Great 
companies are not built by average people, and 
good is not good enough in our culture. No division 
is more important than another and we all under-
stand how interdependent we have to be to achieve 
greatness.

We have differentiated ourselves by maintaining 
high self-discplene, being well-prepared, maintain-
taining punctuality, dressing appropriately, and ad-
hering to our rules for client etiquette. In addition, 
we value each and every one of our clients, from the 
smallest to the biggest. “Our strategy was to            
acquire an interest in existing companies and 
multiply in triple their turnover by boosting 
their sales and marketing.”

WithWith a vision to increase security & safety of         
society as well as to uplift their status of living,   
Dr. Mustafa Taherali Saasa has set up a company 
in Ahmedabad in 2008 named as Sarrahraj Enter-
prise Pvt. Ltd. after successfully running the Raj 
group of Companies in Dubai - UAE, he decided 
to have a business set up in India. He has founded 
SarrahrajSarrahraj Enterprise Pvt Ltd which deals in innova-
tive Vehicle Tracking System under brand name of 
STAR TRACKER. It helps to track, Monitor and 
takes control of movable and immovable assets 
and vehicles. While talking about business model 
Dr. Mustafa’s punch lines are “We deliver the 
best to our customer satisfactorily through 
distributor and dealer network, we also serve 
directly to the key accounts and large corpo-
rate houses.”

In today’s world clients are quality oriented and 
much more concern about product quality. While 
talking about quality, Dr. Mustafa Taherali Saasa 
says “We believe in Quality, our products are 
manufactured in USA with highest quality stan-
dards having certified by FCC, CE, IC, PCTCRB 
and CARRIERS.

“Our core values imbibed fiercely in our team, 
have not only helped shape our destiny, but also 
have reposed our customers' faith in us. Because 
it is not just about creating the world's best Prod-
ucts - it is about building a relationship that is de-
pendable and trustworthy”

CEO CLUBS
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“Our core values imbibed fiercely in our team, 
have not only helped shape our destiny, but also 
have reposed our customers' faith in us. Because 
it is not just about creating the world's best Prod-
ucts - it is about building a relationship that is de-
pendable and trustworthy”

CEO Clubs Member of the Month

Click here for Full BIO

Dr Mustafa Saasa
Chairman - SEPL India and 
Sell Force International 
LLC, Dubai - UAE

https://www.mustafasaasa.com/bio.php
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CEO Clubs Valued Member STEEL WOOD INDUSTRIES FZCO

Ox-dulars are Modular systems made 100% of SDB 
(100% FSC post-consumer random-mix wood spe-
cies manufactured 100% locally in the United Arab 
Emirates by Steel Wood Industries FZCO (Dubai 
Branch)) and holding the Ox-label of our sister 
company Steel Wood Industries LLC.

Covid-19 has initiated an innovative mechanism in 
which clinics, laboratories, hospitals, quarantine 
space can be erected within hours.  Robust crisis 
management systems are in need especially with a 
virus, invisible, and may decide to attack anytime 
anywhere.  Our modular systems have great heat 
insulations and other models have even high 
acousticacoustic qualities not to mention their fire-rated 
and high-water resistant properties.  The durability 
of SDB supersedes all conventional wood types and 
solid wood in the market maintaining superior 
powers for hanging of equipment on an urgency 
basis.  Wood allows mailability in the introduction 
of services and the sandwich panel system provides 
spacespace for invisible MEP when required.  Our system 
also opens doors for customization when needed 
and can be installed by “do-it-your-self” style.  It 
also is expandable as per need without loss of     
material. Ox-dulars are also suitable for refugee 
camps, labor camps, international aid etc. They are 
very economical and offer a great package for 
global humanitarian aid as well.global humanitarian aid as well.

Such system would keep our city hospitals’ con-
tamination free (normal medication can return to 
normal without fear of intersecting with the virus 
from the main hospital). A testing clinic, Ox-linics, 
can be erected in parking lots of hospitals, air-
ports, malls, schools, gas stations, construction 
sites, oil and gas companies etc. for testing visi
tors. Those who test negative may continue their 
journey without contaminating the main build-
ings. Those who test positive will be diverted by 
authorities to a more economical quarantine yet 
relaxing space, the Ox-itals, where they are under 
the jurisdiction of local authorities. Ox-dulars, 
with good selection of which modules you use, 
may provide a cost per bed space as low as 
500aed. This is an amount paid for hotel rooms 
per night. Ox-dulars may be hygiene and used 
again, the full camp may be dismantled and relo-
cated, and the material is capable of multiple dis-
mantling and reassembles. Once the Ox-dulars 
serve their need, authorities can hygiene the 
rooms and resend to Steel Wood Industries FZCO 
for re-recycling the material minimizing +GHG’s 
to landfills.

All you need is a flat surfaced area and you may start the erection of the structure, be it a mobile clinic on 
the go, or a quarantine camp for authorities to have quarantined patients controlled in areas selected by 
authorities. Fencing from SDB is also possible to contain the camp and patients it serves.

Ox-dulars, made of SDB, are 100% wood featured in all parts of the modules. The flooring, ceiling parti-
tions, frames doors rooftops etc. are all 100% wood with ultra-low emission. Needless to say, the panel 
producer, Steel Wood Industries FZCO (Dubai Branch) panels SDB have over 65 international certificates 
and tens of awards making it easy to export wherever needed on the globe.

CEO Clubs Product/Service Offers & Business Opportunities 
Robust Modular Structures
Crisis Management Systems on the “Go”  
 

https://youtu.be/1xbgS4OuXFg
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https://youtu.be/rpuqUdaNh28
https://mcusercontent.com/606b718fd414487b8290aad6a/files/007fc1fa-175c-494c-a3ea-9ee32a3b5aac/20200421_ENG_DB_leaflet_Eng_ver1.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/606b718fd414487b8290aad6a/files/13774eb5-aecc-4049-a074-f47f562c0b9d/Disinfection_Booth_Prices_2_.pdf
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Fine’s COVID support  
 
Protective Masks Land

FineFine Guard provides you and your family not only 
with N95 grade filteration, but has on-top the     
patented and certified  LIVINGUARD® Technology 
that actually sterilizes the air that passes through 
the mask, killing bacteria and viruses that can slip 
through. Protect yourself and your loved ones with 
Fine Guard. Probably the finest reusable face masks 
in the world.in the world.

Facial Tissue Land

FromFrom drying your tears, to cleaning up your 
mess, tissues are your trusted best friend! And 
nobody makes tissues like Fine. We use our 60 
years of experience to make sure that every 
sheet of tissue is made with the utmost love and 
care, to ensure only our softest and most          
hygienic tissues touch the skin of you and your 
loved ones.loved ones.

Paper Towel Land

All moms strive to take care of their children and to 
keep the house clean and tidy, but managing the 
household may be challenging. Don’t worry! Fine 
Super Towel provides you with the required 
strength to be a SUPER MAMA! 

CEO Clubs Product/Service Offers & Business Opportunities 

Toilet Paper Land
FineFine Toilet Paper is a brand that you can rely on 
when it comes to your toileting needs. We are 
always looking for new ways to make your life 
easier. Fine wants you to have a pleasant experi-
ence every time you GO, creating a clean and en-
joyable atmosphere in your bathroom. 
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Investor looking to invest in 
Technology, Agriculture, Healthcare and
Quantum

Phone: +971 56 1140056 / 056 1140043 
Email: dubaiyachtbooking@gmail.com

For more details Contact: +971 4 346 1112  

CEO Clubs Product/Service Offers & Business Opportunities 
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We would like to announce that one of our CEO Clubs valued members is looking for investors for his Online Global Insurance Project. 

VALUE PROPOSITION

*Online Insurance related queries have grown by
  450% over last 5 years. 

*65% of the volume to be dominated by
 aggregators only.

*Lower cash burn compare to competitors due to
  lower Cost per Lead (CPL) via affiliate marketing.  lower Cost per Lead (CPL) via affiliate marketing.

*Content Marketing –Engage traffic online
 through content.

*Product Innovation with Insurance companies via
  affiliate partnership with service industry.

*Wealth creation with each policy sale.

*Attractive agency business book. 

HIGHLIGHTS

*2 year old Insurance start-up in Brick and Mortar
  Model.

*Created a Motor Book of US$ 1.5 Million in first
  year and US$ 1.8 Million in second year. 

*Existing Insurance Agency License from
  Insurance Authority, Abu Dhabi  Insurance Authority, Abu Dhabi

*Project Lead Mr. Hammad Chaudari, an award
 willing Insurance professional, with 12+ years of
  global Insurance Experience.

*Successful partnerships with Insurance Comp
 anies in UAE, Qatar, Kuwait, Oman, Bahrain and
 KSA .

*Technology leadership with 13+ years of Insura-*Technology leadership with 13+ years of Insura-
 nce Technology Experience. 

For interested investors, we can set up a meeting with you and the project's Founder for a presentation. 
Contact:  +971553847066 / +97143461112 or email to support@ceoclubsuae.com.

For more details Contact: +971 4 346 1112  

CEO Clubs Product/Service Offers & Business Opportunities 
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        CEO Clubs Membership Presentation on 1 June 2020               
        CEO Clubs Supported Webinar: Impact of Covid 19 on Indian Realty and Opportunity Ahead for
                    NRI'S on 2 June 2020       

        
        CEO Clubs Supports the Russian Club Webinar: A Guide of Doing Business in Russia & CIS 
                    countries on 9 June 2020       

        
        CEO Clubs Exclusive Webinar: The Future of Leadership, Workplace & Marketing on 8 June 2020              

        
        CEO Clubs Supports the Russian Club Webinar: How China managed to control the spread of 
                    COVID-19" on 2 June 2020              

        
        
        
        
        CEO Clubs Exclusive Webinar: Chatello - Next Generation OnDemand Monetization App 
                    on 10 June 2020                            

        
        
        
        
        
        CEO Clubs Panel Webinar: Women Leadership during the Pandemic & Beyond on 15 June 2020                            

        CEO Clubs Members Online Meetup on 17 June 2020                             

        CEO Clubs Exclusive Webinar: CEO’s Story on 22 June 2020                             

        CEO Clubs Members Expertise Presentation on 29 June 2020                             

CEO Clubs Exclusive Webinars & Meetups

CEO Clubs Upcoming Events - June
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CEO Clubs Network 



Scan & 
Download

CEO Clubs
Webinar 

info@ceoclubsuae.com
+971 4 346 1112

www.ceoclubsuae.com

Download ceo Clubs Mobile app NOW
& access TO CEO CLUBS WEBINAR
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CEO Clubs Network 



We are passionate about our services below

*Executing the best service for our Members
*Providing maximum exposures to our Sponsors
*Giving extraordinary values to our Clients for
  their Corporate Events
*Serving our partners with our success model in
  CEO Club Franchising  CEO Club Franchising
*Providing integrated solutions to our Client
  who are looking for advice
*Offering unique opportunity to investors to
  grow together

MISSION
CEOCEO Clubs Network creates the most effective busi-
ness platform for CEOs and Seniors Executives to 
share experiences, explore opportunities and grow 
business locally and internationally.

VISION
The most effective Business Platform CEOs & Deci-
sion makers worldwide.

VALUES
Trust, Passion, Humbleness, Happiness, Honesty, 
Growth, Creativity, Loyalty, Transparency, Gratitude, 
Excellence, Communication.

Tel : +971 4 346 1112 / +971 4 346 5101
General Information : info@ceoclubsuae.com
Membership Information : membership@ceoclubsuae.com
Events Information : events@ceoclubsuae.com
Sponsorship Inquiry : sponsorship@ceoclubsuae.com
Website: www.ceoclubsuae.com / www.ceoclubsnetwork.com

Be a member of CEO Clubs Network, please contact us

CEOCEO Clubs Network is a corporate-member-
ship-based international business organization 
with members from various industries and chap-
ters across globe. We focus on connecting CEOs 
& Entrepreneurs to share experiences, explore    
opportunities and grow business locally and inter-
nationally. We integrated our services to be      
compatible with both corporate and its senior    
executives, with our unique experience and effec-
tive tools, we are able to offer custom solutions to 
CEO and decision-makers, as well as marketing 
member’ products/services

The Regional Headquarter, CEO Clubs UAE is       
directly runs under CEO Clubs Network, is more 
than 14 years with 600 high profile members plus 
3000 affiliations. Our organization enjoys the pa-
tronage of His Highness Sheikh Juma Bin Mak-
toum Juma Al Maktoum from Dubai Royal Family. 
Our excellent team creates diverse events with 
high profile figures, multi- cultural atmosphere, 
interesting topics and strong networking reach. 
Therefore, we are proud of have received the 
Dubai Quality Appreciation Awards Cycle 2017, 
presented by the His Highness Sheikh Moham-
med bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and 
Prime Minister of United Arab Emirates and Ruler 
of Dubai.

About CEO Clubs Network

#CEOClubsNetwork

https://youtu.be/CSXx2MH6FFw



